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Abstract
Filament skeleton determination
We are studying the environmental eects 
over galaxies living in clusters and laments 
as opposed to those in the eld. We present 
the results for a sample of clusters, laments 
and eld which are part of superclusters of 
galaxies[2]. We applied several pattern recog-
nition methods over the galaxy spatial distri-
bution to trace the cluster and lament struc-
tures.  Then, we compare the galaxy proper-
ties (mass, color and density) in the dierent 
environments.
Our results show that there is a red sequence 
in the laments, similar to the one in clusters 
although less populated.
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Results
 To estimate the density of dierent regions 
(laments, clusters and groups),  we applyed a 
Kernel Density Estimator (KDE) and the Vor-
onoi Tessellation (VT) [6].
KDE is a non-parametric estimator for a den-
sity function probability. It estimates the den-
sity considering each observation as a com-
ponent of the density function. VT works par-
titioning the space in optimal cells.
We were able to trace the structures (clusters 
and laments) inside supercluster of galaxies. 
Then we studied the environmental eects of 
such laments over the galaxy properties. 
Our analysis shows that the galaxies in la-
ments have a red sequence, similar to the one 
in clusters. We also observed a correlation be-
tween the galaxy mass and the distance to 
the lament. 
Figure 1. Example of a lament skeleton inside 
the super cluster MSCC310 [2].  The color ellip-
soids represent groups of galaxies. The blue 
lines are the connections between groups with 
distance lower than 10 Mpc.  The main gure 
(rigth), which represents the whole superclu-
ster volume, shows two separated large struc-
tures composed by laments. The insert (left) is 
a zoom of the upper structure.
Y
We construct the color-magnitude and color-
mass diagrams to compare the galaxy popula-
ation  of the  cluster, lament and  eld  enviro-
nments. We employed the galaxy mass number
 from MPA-JHU [3,4].
Density estimation
Galaxy properties
Perspectives
We will use the red sequence  and galaxy ac-
tivity, among other indicators, to characterize 
the evolution of galaxies in dierent environ-
ments. Furthermore, we will extend this 
analysis to more samples of cluster and galax-
ies in order to obtain representative and sta-
tistically signicant results.
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Figure 2.  2-D density estimation for the structures 
in the super cluster MSCC310. The VT method 
provides a  density value at each galaxy position. 
The KDE method detects contiguous high density 
regions.  The lament skeleton traces high density 
regions.
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Figure 5. Relation between galaxy mass and local 
density and their distance to the nearest struc-
ture determined by the lament skeleton.
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We extracted density and mass proles for 
the structures of ve supercluster and staked 
together, Fig 5.
Figure 3. Color-mass 
diagrams for the clus-
ters (a) and laments 
(b) and eld (c) inside 
the MSCC310 super-
cluster.
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Figure 4. Color magni-
tude diagrams for the 
clusters (a), laments (b) 
and eld (c) inside the 
supercluster MSCC310. 
The red sequence t is 
shown by the solid red 
line, the dispersion s, is 
represented by the 
doted red line.
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This analysis employs the spectroscopic red-
shifts and galaxy positions from the SDSS DR8 
[1] catalog.
To trace the lament skeleton, we applied a 
version of the hierarchical clustering which 
re-group the galaxies by considering their 
spatial position.
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